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Abstract
Since archaeology in particular and humanities in general are interdisciplinary disciplines, there is an imperi-
ous need to enhance the accessibility and harmonise data integration, given their varied resource types (books,
archives, scientific data, GIS, 3D models etc) and their different conceptual and technological structures and stan-
dards. A factor that further reduces accessibility and query performances is related to storing, such as physical
location of data, language, and interface. The advent of Semantic Web technology represents an important ad-
vance in creating networks of archaeological knowledge based on various resources available on-line. While the
valuable use of CIDOC-CRM (Comité International pour la Documentation -Conceptual Reference Model) ontol-
ogy for specific CH (Cultural Heritage) domains (e.g. museums, libraries, etc) has been partially demonstrated,
the interdisciplinary implementations are limited. In this article, we explore the potential of the CIDOC-CRM for
a cross-domain implementation of CH data integration. We conducted tha mappings of different on-line resources
related to Stonehenge to CIDOC-CRM, and evaluated them in the MAD database, a web-based application that
manages natively XML-based datasets. The result ensures the validity of mapping mechanism and the semantic
integration of CH data from different sources.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.2.4 [Knowledge Representation Formalisms and
Methods]: Semantic networks

1. Premise

The most immediate role of digital documentation in archae-
ology and CH in general, is as an aid to preservation, com-
prehension and exchange. But, how many on-line documen-
tations produced by archaeologists and CH experts are de-
signed as a proper information system? How many of them
are effectively usable? And, how many are actually compa-
rable? The use of different languages, heterogeneous sys-
tems and multiple schemas causes the total fragmentation
of knowledge and complicates data transfer between institu-
tions and data migration between systems. Besides, search-
ing for information regarding CH on the Web is not an easy
task, given its nature, related to the many research fields
that CH covers; books describing various aspects of CH,
numerical observations and measurements performed on the
physical manifestations of CH (the artifacts themselves), art
pieces depicting CH objects, or any other information per-
taining to CH. As such, conducting a multi-disciplinary re-

search on CH requires access to a wide array of sources or-
ganised, semantically and conceptually, in different ways.
The need for a conceptual and technical "common ground",
and a common data format that can assure clearer and unam-
biguous languages and tools comes as a consequence. While
the need for such a cross-disciplinary query is self evident,
its implementation on the Web is still in its infancy. There
are as yet few CH information sources that use a global stan-
dard for their metadata, each preferring, and quite rightly in
many cases, to maintain their own standards. Starting from
the premise that no standard is better than anyother, and that
there is a major need for data harmonisation, it was decided
to experiment with an ontological approach. Although there
are several possibilities for the ontological harmonisation
approach to CH information, the CIDOC-CRM seems to be
the best to "provide the "semantic glue" needed to mediate
between different sources of CH information, such as that
published by museums, libraries and archives" [CID06].
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2. Concept and methodology of CIDOC-CRM-based
integration

The CIDOC-CRM, initially developed as a detailed concep-
tual model for CH by CIDOC’s members [CID06], provides
a common framework for the exchange of CH information
in a much wider perspective [CDG03]. It is a suitable stan-
dard for scientific documentation and for the requirements
of the complexity, depth and quality of information concern-
ing CH collections. The fact that it became an ISO standard
(ISO 21127:2006) in 2006 encouraged us to adopt it as an
intermediary format.

It is worth noting that mapping from CIDOC-CRM to
other international standards in CH, have been conducted
within the official CIDOC project [Doe98]. The standards
include DCMES (Dublin Core Metadata Element Set), EAD
(Encoded Archival Description), AMICO (Art Museum Im-
age Consortium), MDA SPECTRUM, and OPENGIS (Fig-
ure 1). Discussion is currently underway for FRBR (Func-
tional Requirements for Bibliographic Records). In con-
trast, practical implementations are still in an infant stage.
The applications of CIDOC-CRM mostly concentrate on the
museum sector [Sug06], given that the CIDOC-CMR was
initially developed for museum documentation. This phe-
nomenon is also echoed by the availability of relevant the-
sauri such as Art and Architecture Thesauri (AAT), Union
List of Artist Names (ULAN), and Thesaurus of Geographic
Names (TGN). The creation of standardised thesauri is one
of the essential factors to implement the CH interoperabil-
ity in practice. In other domains such as archives and field
archaeology, CIDOC-CRM seems to be relatively unknown
and the numbers of applications have been limited.

Figure 1: Mapping concept and current practice

In order to stimulate current practices of CH documenta-
tion, integration experiments are overdue. it was decided to
adopt CIDOC-CRM as a core reference point for mapping
from various standards of CH data representation. The on-
tology would maintain the original structure of the data and
yet allow the performance of semantic searches. Figure 2
shows the landscape of CH resources and existing standards
and the scope of our possible harmonisation. In the centre,

there is CIDOC-CRM which connects to specific domains
such as library, archives, computer science, museum, field
archaeology, science, and sites and monuments. At the bot-
tom, thesauri and classification system support the interop-
erability of CH data. The integration of CH "web" network
is fulfilled by this "spider" mapping concept. This approach
of CH data integration is similar to the Information Society
project in Greece [BCD07] in the sense that it aims at es-
tablishing an integrated information access system for the
CH, using CIDOC-CRM as a core ontology. Instead, this
project deals with a real example and specialises in the map-
ping mechanism from various standards to one framework
(e.g. CIDOC-CRM) in order to examine the data harmoni-
sation in a semantic application already in operation. Thus,
this research not only sheds light upon the semantic data in-
tegration in practice, but also assesses the advantages and
disadvantages of CIDOC-CRM as a core ontology for CH.

The next chapter will explain MAD system that allows us
to explore the potential of semantic database.

3. MAD (Managing Archaeological Data) system

MAD is a database originally designed as a web-based
application to natively manage and query XML-based ar-
chaeological datasets encoded using CIDOC-CRM ontology
through a complete set of web interfaces [Fel06]. The main
advantage of the native approach resides in the portability
and long term preservation of XML data, since the advanced
features of MAD make them simple to share and reuse in
different contexts [DFLP07]. MAD has been extended to be-
come a semantic web tool able to fully support RDF for the
CIDOC-CRM implementation and for the description of the
explicit and implicit concepts and relations underlying the
document structure [BL98].

RDF is a W3C standard language which is conceived
as a base for the automatic "understanding" process and
for the creation of machine-readable information distributed
throughout the web. It is commonly used to represent meta-
data regarding digital artefacts and to provide a complex in-
tegration over different sources of information [RDF]. The
W3C has also developed an RDF query language called
SPARQL to query RDF graphs. It is built on the triple pat-
tern, which consists of a subject, predicate and object. Its
syntax is designed to combine information taken from one
or more RDF graphs without the need for query authors to
explicitly identify the mechanisms by which the graphs are
combined. Operations such as joins are implicit rather than
explicit in the language’s syntax [SPA].

MAD can be considered an ideal environment for the se-
mantic data integration since it is able to store and manage
huge sets of RDF documents coming from different sources
and to perform semantic queries on them using the powerful
SPARQL framework [SW]. MAD is also able to query dis-
tributed RDF archives using the namespace mechanism to
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Figure 2: Concept of CIDOC-CRM spider for CH data

reach remotely stored sets of triples. The web interfaces also
provide all the facilities to browse the complexity of RDF
graphs with an advanced set of libraries to extract subgraphs
and subelements according to given criteria. This semantic
browser is based on the faceted browsing UI paradigm which
gives the users the ability to find items based on more than
one dimension using the facet, a particular metadata field
considered important for the datasets involved in the brows-
ing (Figure 3). Once the facets are selected, the browser ex-
tracts a list of relevant results from the model and the number
of times each facet value occurs in the dataset. It is possible
to add or remove restrictions in order to focus on more spe-
cific or more general slices of the model.

Figure 3: Facet browsing interface in MAD

4. Case Study: Stonehenge

4.1. Resource background

Stonehenge was chosen as a case study. Since the monu-
ment has been a centre of archaeological attention through-
out history, it was presumed that various types of resources
were created. It is, in fact, not that difficult to find on-
line resources related to Stonehenge. However the limitation

of HTML-based services prevents web users from collect-
ing data without visiting every relevant Stonehenge website.
This is the reality to be conquered. Although one particu-
lar resource provider from each domain (e.g. the Library of
Congress from the library domain) had to be selected, it was
the intension of this study to use standardised data (such as
MARC and EAD) of each sector in order for the experimen-
tation to be as applicable as possible in the near future. It is
also obvious that this approach technically helps our experi-
mentation.

4.2. Library data

British-based libraries were initially considered for data ac-
quisition, but it was decided to use the digital collection of
the Library of Congress in the United States [Lib07], be-
cause it offers flexible ways to present data. One can down-
load a metadata of Stonehenge resource in simple text or
MARC (Machine-Readable Cataloging) format. MARC is
an internationally recognised standard (based on ISO 2709
bibliographic description) in the domain of library, thus,
to pave a mapping path from MARC to CIDOC-CRM is
a significant task. There are several paths to map MARC
to CIDOC-CRM. In particular, MARCXML, developed by
the Library of Congress, can be adopted as a pivotal for-
mat to other formats [Lib06b]. For example, it can be con-
verted to DCMES (Dublin Core Metadata Element Set) and
MODS (Metadata Object Description Standard). Figure 4 il-
lustrates the existing paths from various standard formats to
CIDOC-CRM with indications of some conversion tools. As
far as conceptual mapping is concerned, the formal mapping
from DCMES to CIODC-CRM was published in the web-
site [Doe00]. The XML schemas of DCMES are also avail-
able from [Dub07a].

The online catalogue returns 356 hits for the query of
Stonehenge as a keyword, which are mainly books and car-
tographic resources, but also digital photographs of Stone-
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henge accessible on the web. In this case study, MARC
was converted to MARCXML with MARCXML toolkit
[Lib06b], and then an XSLT was applied to transform it to
the RDF of DCMES, followed by another transformation to
the RDF of CIDOC-CRM. The experimentation path seems
to be redundant, but this is one of the few ways to obtain
actual data in preferred formats. Although depending on one
path, this conversion methodology is promising for the fu-
ture integration of any bibliographical formats.

Figure 4: Mapping path from MARC to DCMES and to
CIDOC-CRM

Since the formal mapping from DCMES to CIDOC-CRM
was carried out in 2001, using the old version of CIDOC-
CRM (version 2.2), it was necessary to consult its latest ver-
sion for updates. [Doe00] pointed out that it was not possi-
ble to create a complete conceptual mapping due to the im-
plicitness of DCMES definition, persuading the practition-
ers to discuss the valid mapping. Indeed, the primary goal
of this experimentation is not to create a perfect mapping.
Having said so, it may be interesting how different ways of
conceptual mapping affect the data integration at the end.
The agenda for the "official" mapping will be dealt with in
the debates among specialists, therefore, it was decided to
follow Doerr’s philosophy. It was also possible to execute
the experiment with FRBR (with a toolkit [Net04]), however
the harmonisation of FRBR and CIDOC-CRM was not thor-
oughly completed (FRBRoo version 0.8.1 [Int07]), letting us
set it aside for a while.

We emphasised the process of mapping and available
tools in order to prove that the automation of data conver-
sion is feasible. Thus, it is expected that server technology,
in the future, will implement the conversion and mapping on
the fly (Figure 5).

4.3. Archive data

Archives Hub offers a variety of services for archival data
in the UK. It publishes archive guidelines and an online
database with 19,827 descriptions of archives held in more
than 150 UK universities and colleges [Arc7b]. It encom-
passes, for instance, a scrapbook relating to Arthur Hadrian
Allcroft, created around 1953, consisting of several arti-
cles on Stonehenge. The Llewellyn Treacher Photograph

Figure 5: Future scope of library path

Collection of 1890s - 1930s contains archaeological sub-
jects from across England and, among others, Stonehenge.
The database demonstrates a good visualization of datasets,
based on the EAD standard. Despite the value of the famous
A2A Database [A2A07], it was not used for this project for
the same reason as British libraries were discarded.

EAD is an international standard for encoding archival
finding aids using XML [EAD07]. An advantage of the use
of EAD is the accessibility to some useful tools on the web.
For example, Archives Hub maintains EAD 2002 Online
Template [Arc7a]. In addition, EAD Schemas are available
in DTD and XMLSchema [EAD07], as well as tools for
EAD version update (1.0 to 2002). Needless to say, [Doe01]
conducted the conceptual mapping from EAD to CIDOC-
CRM.

Stonehenge-related data from the Archives Hub database
was inserted into the template, creating an EAD en-
coded XML. Consequently, the XML, together with the
XMLSchema, was mapped to CIDOC-CRM RDF. Again,
the problem lay in the obsolescence of versions. In this case,
Doerr used older versiosn of both EAD (1.0) and CIDOC-
CRM (3.0). Although the gap does not significantly affect
the mapping, it is necessary for the CIDOC-CRM commu-
nity to renew the mapping publications. Because of time
constraints and the lack of official mapping, other standards
such as ISAD(G) (General International Standard Archival
Description) [Int00] and TEI’s (Text Encoding Initiative)
Guidelines for Electronic Text Encoding and Interchange
(TEI P4) [Tex07] were not explored. As the need for CH
integration grows, CH records await the conceptualisation
of these standards (accordingly, the mappings to CIDOC-
CRM).

Unlike the library sector, the mapping path for archives is
simpler due to the limited amounts of standards (Figure 6).
Metadata crosswalk in libraries and archives has been schol-
arly discussed by [Day02], [Net01], and [Sat05], thus this
kind of work will resolve the complex picture of mapping
mechanisms.
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Figure 6: Mapping path from EAD to CIDOC-CRM

4.4. Sites and monuments data

Contrary to the sphere of library and archives, archaeologi-
cal standards are often not accepted in a wider community.
However some useful standards are recognised in England.
MIDAS, the Monument Inventory Data Standard [Eng98],
is an agreed statement of best practice for the compilation of
inventories of monuments. The wordlists and thesauri rec-
ommended to support MIDAS are brought together as IN-
SCRIPTION [FIS07]. This is a set of standard wordlists that
define appropriate terms recommended by FISH for use in
compiling inventories. The MIDAS Data Standard is divided
into two parts: discussion on the information scheme, which
is a cluster of facts constituting the information required to
record a particular subject; and definition of each unit of in-
formation which are the fundamental facts of interest.

Significant content and guidelines related to monuments
and sites are found in the Archaeology Data Service (ADS).
The ADS Collections Management provides a standard
framework for the administration, description and storage
of CH digital data. With no available MIDAS datasets,
MIDAS-style data related to the Stonehenge area was cho-
sen from the ADS Online Catalogue [Arc07]. Although MI-
DAS schemas [FIS07] and the official mappings are avail-
able [CID07], which can be applied for ADS data to some
extent, the fundamental difference between archaeological
standards and datasets (and its contexts) required for het-
erogeneous data to be mapped directly to the CIDOC-CRM,
taking MIDAS into accout.

4.5. Finds (museum oriented) data

MDA is a leading organisation on documentation and in-
formation management for museums collections in the UK
[MDA], funded by the MLA (Museums, Libraries and
Archives Council). It develops and maintains professional
standards in trust on behalf of the museums sector. SPEC-
TRUM is an industry standard for documentation practice
developed by MDA. It consists of 21 documentation proce-
dures, 8 of which are classed as ’primary’. These primary
procedures are embedded into the Museum Accreditation
Scheme as a national minimum standard for managing in-
formation about collections.

Noteworthy is the ADS contribution to the finds and col-
lections documentation practices. The Stonehenge 20th Cen-
tury Excavations Databases is based on the Wessex Archae-
ology Stonehenge Archive [Arc5b]. The archive contains
written material (primary, secondary, original, and copies),
drawings, photographs, and finds. These relate to a large
number of excavations and non-archaeological interventions
undertaken in and around the Stonehenge Triangle between
1901 and 1994. Two tables of Finds and Graphics were se-
lected from the archive for the mapping, because they rep-
resent common datasets used in typical archaeology. Similar
to the case of monuments, the direct mapping was conducted
according to [Cro99].

4.6. Chemical analysis data (Radio carbon)

In the domain of scientific resources ADS provides a use-
ful database of radiocarbon analysis in Britain and Ireland.
It originated in a printed index compiled by the Council
for British Archaeology in 1971. With further elaboration
and struggle, it became available on the web as a database
holding about 9000 records [Arc5a]. Without a doubt, some
datasets of Stonehenge can be related to other CH data.
For instance, artifacts and bibliographical resources used for
date determination will be considerably valuable.

There are almost no standards for the description of chem-
ical analysis in archaeology, therefore, we simply mapped
the database fields to the CIDOC-CRM. The mapping was
manually undertaken (Figure 7). [Arc5a] argued that termi-
nological control/thesaurus was not applied for the database,
therefore, the maintenance and interpretation of data may
be difficult. Although there is a short documentation of
database fields, it was not easy to create a semantic model
with CIDOC-CRM. For example, the semantics of some data
fields are not explicit. Another problem occurred when data
fields include multiple values (e.g coordinate field has nor-
thing and easting together). Databases are often not well de-
signed for future re-use. These problems are universal for
most of the conventional database mappings. Nevertheless,
as far as a CIDOC-CRM model was created and data is trans-
ferred into the MAD database, the completeness of the map-
ping is not very important for the experiment. In the future, it
is expected that software such as the AMA tool [EPO] will
be able to semi-automatically create a mapping with user-
friendly interface.

5. Conclusions

5.1. Current state and problems

All data were successfully mapped and imported into the
MAD database. Thanks to RDF, it is now possible for the
users to explore the semantic network of various Stonehenge
data encoded in CIDOC-CRM. They can "jump" across
the data from different domains without knowing the re-
sources themselves. This seamless data integration is ex-
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Figure 7: Radiocarbon Database Mapping to CIDOC-CRM

tremely powerful and overcome some problems of the cur-
rent practice of CH data on the web. The facet browser al-
lows users to effectively navigate in the complex data net-
work according to their criteria. Figure 8 shows the current
picture and a blueprint of our CH data harmonisation.

Figure 8: Current mapping paths to MAD

There are several problems regarding the mappings. It
seems that the Library of Congress does not (currently) in-
tend to provide a tool for loss-less conversion. The XSLT
file for MARCXML to DCMES RDF causes the loss of
original MARC21 data. This result probably means that
DCMES cannot capture all information from MARC21, if
so, other metadata schemas and ontologies such as FRBR
have to be deployed. Otherwise it is necessary to fully con-
ceptualise MARC for CIDOC-CRM conversion. In addition,
the tool created a simple Dublin Core (so-called Hedgehog
model), not a qualified one. If more complex semantics are
needed, this transformation programme should be re-written
based on the guidelines [Dub07b]. Moreover, the Dublin
Core description created by XSLT was divided into sev-

eral dc:description. This is reflected by the MARC21 format
which encodes the description data in several paragraphs.
This form of conversion is, obviously, not satisfactory for
this case study. Thus, properly written XSLT is needed in or-
der to preserve all information of MARC21. The technolog-
ical infancy also applies to ontology tools in general. Tools
such as Protégé [Sta07] and AMA are useful in their own
right. However, the lack of functions necessary to the case
study led to manual mapping and conversion. For instance,
the AMA tool is capable of semi-automatically mapping an
XMLSchema (from existing standards schemas or conven-
tional databases) to CIDOC-CRM . The software produces
XSLT to convert XML data into simple CIDOC-CRM RDF.
However, it is not currently designed to instantiate new enti-
ties to represent an implicit data structure. This is problem-
atic because CIDOC-CRM demands the clarification and ex-
plication of data fields [DL07], which often requires the cre-
ation of event entities.

Although CIDOC-CRM may declare that official map-
pings to famous existing standards are completed, they have
to be updated (most of them are subject to old versions). In
addition, domain experts have not discussed fully about the
best mapping practice. In particular, most websites of CH
standards do not refer to CIDOC-CRM. Similarly, many ar-
chaeologists do not know CIDOC-CRM [Sug06], [Sug07a],
and [Sug07b]. In contrast, crosswalk is often a burgeoning
issue of library and archives standards [Day02]. The research
of this paper is, therefore, expected to be a catalyst for its in-
terdisciplinary dissemination.

5.2. Future scope

As described above, the integration has not been executed in
some domains; more precisely computing data.

Few have, hitherto, produced academic papers on the
practical implementation of 3D application using CIDOC-
CRM. In this sense, the integration is challenging yet inter-
esting. As far as we will be able to obtain 3D data of Stone-
henge, we are keen to test it by semantic-based approach.

Spatial management functions of MAD will be imple-
mented to integrate spatial information and to create and
distribute rich geospatial relationships across the web using
the Geographic Markup Language (GML) [GML]. Our sys-
tem will allow the creation of semantic web meaningful data
combining spatial and non-spatial integrated data and us-
ing ontologies. It is also noted that the comparison between
OPENGIS Abstract Specification and CIDOC-CRM was
conceptually completed [Doe], therefore, OPEN GIS com-
pliant data encoded in GML could be mapped to CIDOC-
CRM in the future.

In parallel to more integration of CH data, theoritical and
technological development will be required.

The preliminary goal of our integration was to extract
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CH data and import it in CIDOC-CRM RDF format into
a real application (e.g. MAD). Therefore, during the map-
ping process, some details of CH data were omitted. In other
words, the aim of this article was not to discuss how to ex-
tend CIDOC-CRM to map reasonably, when the extension
is needed. The next step of this research will be to examine
how the extension behaves and influences the whole seman-
tic model in reality.

We did not include any thesauri and classification sys-
tems in MAD partly due to their inaccessibility and insuffi-
ciency. Indeed, there are few internationally recognised the-
sauri available for archaeology [Sug06](and the interdisci-
plinary study of Stonehenge). However, depending on the
availability of vocabulary system such as the Library of
Congress Subject Heading [Lib06a] and thesauri of English
Heritage [Eng99], the terminological inclusion is urgently
needed.

The final step of the MAD project will be the creation
of a web spider able to harvest all the CIDOC-CRM en-
coded datasets present on the web and to index them in an
integrated system. It will hopefully become a semantic web
CIDOC-CRM search engine and browser for users seeking
cultural heritage information.

In order to avoid data loss, proper XSLT for data con-
version should be created. Although conceptual mappings
should always be done manually, it is also hoped that server-
side conversions will bypass the unnecessary manual pro-
cess.

We believe that our mapping mechanism finds the right
way of integrating CH data. Our experimentation has been
successful so far, but there are a few domains that we could
not explore yet because of the lack of time and data. 3D and
GIS data will be evaluated and integrated with other relevant
data, resulting in a more comprehensive network of semanti-
cally connected Stonehenge information. MAD will be able
to encapsulate the networked CH information and to ensure
the potential of CIDOC-CRM. Consequently, it is hoped that
this paper inspires and evokes the Semantic Web.
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